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Abstract 

Continuous Phase Modulation (CPM) has come under close scrutiny for the last 

decade because of its excellent spectral properties and power efficiency. The thesis looks 

into two popular members — Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) and Gaussian Minimum 

Shift Keying (GMSK). The latter has been adopted as the standard transmission for the 

Pan-European all-digital mobile cellular network. 

The first part of the thesis deals with the problem of analyzing and evaluating 

the performance of differentially detected Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) signals in 

the presence of additive Gaussian noise and Co-Channel Interference (CCI). For CCI, 

a general model is considered, which additively perturbs the transmitted signals and 

consists of an arbitrary number of statistically independent interferers that also employ 

M S K signals. The performance analysis is based upon the derivation of the phase 

angle distribution of the received corrupted signal. By employing a Fourier-Bessel 

series expansion technique, it was possible to analytically evaluate very efficiently and 

accurately the performance of such systems. Various bit error rate (BER) performance 

evaluation results are presented as a function of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) with 

the Carrier-to-interference (C/I) ratio and the number of interferers as parameters. The 

asymptotic case where the number of interferers approaches infinity is also investigated. 

Some of the analytical BER performance evaluation results were also verified by means 

of computer simulation. 

In the second part of the thesis, the performance of conventional and decision-

feedback differential detection receivers for G M S K signals transmitted in the presence 

of CCI and A W G N is evaluated by means of computer simulation. Again for the 



interference, a general model is adopted, which includes N statistically independent 

static as well as Rayleigh-faded CCI. Various BER performance evaluation results 

have indicated that the decision-feedback receivers under investigation perform better 

as compared to other conventional receiver structures such as 1- or 2-bit differential 

detectors. Especially significant BER improvements have been obtained for the static 

CCI channel. For example, it was found that with C/I = 14 dB, the performance of a 

2-bit decision feedback differential receiver outperforms a conventional 2-bit differential 

detector by more than 14 dB (at a BER of 10~^). For CCI with fading, there is less 

improvement: they result mainly in error floor reductions of about half an order of 

magnitude. By comparing the performance of static and faded CCI, it was found that for 

a given C/I, the performance of the former would depend on the number of interferers 

whereas this is not the case for the latter. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

In a noisy communication medium or channel, a theoretical limit exists, as formulated 

by Shannon, on the rate of transmission /? in a digital communication system [1]. This 

limit, known as channel capacity C, in an ideal Gaussian noise channel is given as 

C = Wlog2( l + S/N) (1.1) 

where W is the bandwidth of the channel and S /N is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 

More specifically, Eq. (1.1) states that one can transmit information bits over the channel 

with an arbitrarily small bit error probability as long as R does not exceed C (both units 

in [bits/s]). This theorem shows the theoretical trade-off boundary on power, bandwidth, 

and bit error rate (BER) - three main theoretical parameters in designing a reliable high-

performance digiteil communication system [2]. For example, m-ary (m = 2^, m > 4) 

quadrature amplitude modulation (w-QAM) has a high spectral efficiency^ of k bits/s/Hz, 

but consumes a lot of power. For example, 16-QAM requires SNR = 18 dB to achieve 

BER = 10~* [3]. On the other hand, binary modulation schemes do not utilize the 

bandwidth efficiently since they have a spectral efficiency of 1 bit/s/Hz, but are power-

efficient. Binary phase shift keying (BPSK), for example, requires SNR = 8 dB to achieve 

BER = 10~^ [3]. While these ordinary non-constant envelope modulation schemes do 

not make a good compromise, continuous phase modulation (CPM) conserves both power 

and bandwidth and even improves BER at the same time with only a reasonable increase 

in the system complexity [4]. It is this class of modulation signals with which the thesis 

discusses. 

' Spectral efficiency is defined as R/W [bits/s/Hz]. 



1.1 A Brief Review of Continuous Phase Modulation (CPM) Schemes 

As the name implies, C P M is a class of signals in which the information symbols 

modulate the angle of the carrier in such a way that its phase becomes continuous. The 

aforementioned RF signal has a constant envelope at the output of the transmitter [4]. 

There are two main advantages of having this property: 

1. Constant-envelope signals are less sensitive to amplifier nonlinearities than other 

modulation schemes with fluctuating envelopes. In fact, they use class-C amplifiers 

operating in full saturation mode, leading to more efficient power amplification [5]. 

On the other hand, non-constant envelopes suffer the spectral sidelobes regrowth and 

spreading due to the nonlinear amplifier effects, which degrade the BER performance 

(see, for example, [3, 6]). 

2. They are more resistant to adjacent channel interference (ACI), interference due to the 

signals of adjacent channels. This is because their power spectrum is more compact 

than that of non-constant envelope signals. Hence, more signal energy is contained 

within the channel bandwidth (see, for example, [5, 7]). 

The general diagram of C P M is depicted in Fig. 1.1. In general, uk are equiprobable 

multi-level information symbols which take values from the alphabet {±1, ± 3 , ± ( M - 1 ) } 

where M is a power of 2 [4]. After the pre-modulation filter Ht{f), x{t) can be expressed 

H,(f) K X ) • FM-Modulator 

C P M 

Figure 1.1 The general block diagram of continuous phase modulation. 



as 

with 

x{t)= ^k9it-kT) (1.2) 

k=-c 

g{t) = ht{t)*pit) (1.3) 

where * denotes a convolution, p{t) is a rectangular pulse of duration T and unity 

amplitude, ht{t) is the inverse Fourier transform of //<(/) and T is the symbol duration. 

At the output of the F M modulator, the RF signal s{t) can be expressed as 

s{t) = Ao cos [2Tvfct + (f>{t)] (1.4) 

where Ao is a constant amplitude, / c is the carrier frequency and 

f 

(l>{t) = 2Trh Y ak g{T-kT)dT (1.5) 

where h is a parameter called the modulation index and g{t) is a pulse response which 
oo 

is normalized such that / g{t)dt — i [4]. 
— oo 

The whole family of C P M signals can be characterized by three parameters: h, 

M, and g{t) (or equivalently by ht{t) - see Eq. (1.3)). A list of many popular C P M 

schemes can be found in [4], such as Raised Cosine (L-RC), Rectangular Pulse (L-REC), 

Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK), Spectrally Raised Cosine (L-SRC), and Tamed 

Frequency Modulation (TFM), where L is the symbol length or duration (in units of T) 

of g{t) (see Fig. 1.2). The thesis considers a case of binary data (M = 2) with = 1/2 

and a Gaussian pre-modulation filter with 
ht{t) = -^kiBtexp \-{kiBtt) (1.6) 



such that 

2T Q k2BtT (--
\ 2 

t 

f -Q kiBtT 
\2 r j j / ' 

(1.7) 

where h = T T ^ ^ « 5.336, k2 = V2ki w 7.547, Bt is the 3-dB bandwidth of the 

Gaussian low-pass filter [8], and Q{») is the well-known Q-function given by [9] 

no 

Q{y) 
y/2^ J 

exp dw. (1.8) 

Raised 
Cosine 
(L-RC) 

Rectangular 
Pulse 

(L-REC) 

Continuous Phase 
Modulation 

Gaussian 
M S K 

(GMSK) 

Spectrally 
Raised Cosine 

(L-SRC) 

Tamed Frequency 
Modulation 

(TFM) 

L = 
Choice of 

pre-modulation 
filter bandwidth 

(BtT) 

5,7 = 0.25 
(GMSK) 

Figure 1.2 A classification of continuous phase modulation. 



It should be noted, as depicted in Fig. 1.2, that when BtT oo, i.e., in the absence 

of the Gaussian filter, the modulation becomes Minimum Shift Keying (MSK)^. Both M S K 

and G M S K signals will be considered in this thesis. 

M S K has been introduced and intensively studied many years before the concept of 

the family of C P M signals was published [10, 11]. Over the years, it has been an attractive 

choice of modulation for satellite communications, where a constant RF envelope and 

power-efficient modulation is required in a nonlinear and power-limited system [12]. It 

is often called Continuous Phase Frequency Shift Keying (CPFSK) or Fast Frequency 

Shift Keying (FFSK), as it can be also represented as an FSK-type modulation [13]. As 

noted in Fig. 1.2, another way to describe M S K is having a Rectangular Pulse (L-REC, 

L = 1) as a pulse response, i.e.. 

Since M S K is a constant envelope scheme, it is expected that it will have the 

same advantages the C P M signals have. In addition, however, it has its own unique 

characteristics: 

1. M S K is one of the simplest forms of modulation, and hence the transmitter is simple 

to implement [13]. 

2. Its transmitter can be implemented in all-digital circuits, which is suitable for VLSI 

applications. Although some digital circuit, such as Read Only Memory (ROM) with 

^ This value is a special case of GMSK and is dealt separately in the thesis. 

1.2 The Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) Signal 

(1.9) 



the look-up table principle, can be incorporated into the general C P M transmitter, 

this type of transmitter still requires a digital-to-analog (D/A) converter at the R F 

stage [14]. 

3. It does not introduce any inherent intersymbol interference (ISI). That is, there is no 

interference between adjacent symbols due to the fact that the transmitted pulse is 

confined within the symbol duration T [13]. This means M S K offers the best BER 

performance for the same channel environment and type of receiver. 

4. And finally, as it can be also realized in the form of a Quadrature PSK-type signal 

[13], it is the only linear modulation scheme in the C P M family. Hence, linear 

receivers such as a matched filter can be used as the optimal receiver [7]. This 

property is very unique because only the M S K signal is both linear and constant in 

envelope^. 

1.3 The Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) Signal 

The main disadvantage of M S K is that it has inward sidelobes. As a modulation 

scheme with better spectral properties was needed for mobile communication, G M S K 

was proposed by Miu-ota and Hirade in 1979 [15]. The key idea is to vary the bandwidth 

of the Gaussian premodulation filter such that a compact power spectrum with suppressed 

sidelobes can be achieved by pulse shaping, at the sacrifice of introducing some ISI. 

Computer generated plots of a pulse response g{t) for various values of BtT are illustrated 

in Fig. 1.3(a). These curves coincide with the analytic results reported in [8]. Also, 

the power spectral density (psd) of s{t), quoted from [16], is illustrated in Fig. 1.3(b). 

It can be observed from the two figures that as the value of BfT decreases, the psd 

^ Most of linear modulation signals have non-constant envelopes. 
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Figure 1.3 (a) Pulse response of Gaussian Low-Pass Filter, 
(b) Corresponding power spectra of GMSK signals [16]. 



becomes more compact, but at the same time, ISI becomes more severe. Clearly, this 

ISI happens because the "tail" of the pulse gets longer. BtT = 0.25 was chosen for 

this research project because the psd at this value satisfies the strict requirement in the 

Singler-Channel-Per-Carrier (SCPC) mobile system that the out-of-band radiation must 

be below 60 dB [16]. However, the methodology applied here in the thesis works for 

other values of BtT as well. 

G M S K has become an important digital modulation scheme because it has recently 

been adopted as the standard digital modulation scheme for the Groupe Spéciale Mobile 

(GSM) system, the Pan-European digital cellular network which has been commercialized 

in Europe [17]. Some descriptions of the physical layer of the G S M system are presented 

in Table 1. The G S M system employs Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) as a means 

of multiplexing [18], where each user is assigned a timeslot number, or burst, within a 

frame, which consists of eight bursts, and the receiver is continuously synchronized with 

the transmitter so that the user gets his "portion" of information. Full rate means a user 

gets an access to every frame whereas half rate for every second frame [18]. In addition, 

the proposed system utilizes several coding and interleaving methods to improve the 

performance. More details regarding the G S M system can be found in [5, 18]. 

1.4 Mobile Cellular Radio Channels 

There are many disturbances that corrupt the received signal in a mobile radio 

environment. Although it is difficult to address all of them, the thesis deals with the main 

interferences often arising in land-mobile cellular radio telecommunication applications. 



namely,/arf/ng interference, co-channel interference (CCI), and intersymbol interference 

(ISI). 

1.4.1 Fading Interference 

When a transmitted wave is reflected from nearby objects or buildings, it becomes 

scattered and experiences the phenomenon known as fading or multipath. If the mobile 

unit receives a sum of scattered waves, the fading is called Rayleigh fading; and if 

it receives the direct component of the transmitted wave in addition to the scattered 

components, it is called Rician fading [19]. The typical land-mobile channel can be 

mathematically characterized by Rayleigh fading, where the amplitude r of the faded 

Table 1 Channel physical characteristics of the GSM system [17, 18]. 

Frequencies of operation: 
- base station 
- mobile unit 

890-915 MHz 
935-960 MHz 

Channel Spacing 200 kHz 

No. of RF Channels 124 (+1 for guard band) 

No. of Traffic Channels per 
carrier 

8 (Full Rate) - 16 (Half Rate) 

Mode of Multiplex T D M A 
- 148 bits per burst 
- 270.8 kbits/s data rate 
- 0.546 ms burst duration 
- 4.615 ms frame rate 

Modulation G M S K {BtT = 0.3) 

Demodulation not specified - open to the 
cellular manufacturers 



carrier is Rayleigh distributed and its phase 6 uniformly distributed, i.e.. 

/ ( r ) = ( f ^ ^ p ( - é ) ' 
l O , r < 0 (1.10) 

with b being the mean power [20]. In general, there would some time-delay spread within 

faded signals. If this delay spread relative to the symbol duration is long, the fading 

becomes frequency-selective, which causes ISI at the receiver end due to the spreading 

effects. The thesis considers frequency-unselective fading or flat fading, where the time 

delay relative to the symbol duration is relatively short enough so as not to cause ISI. 

The carrier frequency also suffers a Doppler shift due to the movement of a mobile 

unit. The maximum Doppler shift bandwidth can be expressed as 

where v is the velocity of the mobile unit and c is the speed of light {TH 3.0 x 10^ m/s). 

The fading can be further classified as slow or fast fading depending on the value of 

normalized Doppler shift bandwidth fj^T [21]. 

1.4.2 Co-channel Interference (CCI) 

One of the methods often used in the cellular network to improve the radio capacity^ 

between a base station and a mobile unit is frequency-reuse or frequency-sharing. Its 

fundamental concept is that many users can reuse or share a single frequency from 

different geographical locations so-called cells, thus effectively increasing the spectral 

efficiency of the system. However, sharing of the common channel among many users 

causes interference known as co-channel interference (CCI), which limits the separation 

* Radio capacity is defined as the number of channels per unit cell [19]. 

fD = 
Vfc 

(1.11) 
c 



distance among co-channel cells [19]. As the demand for mobile cellular system resources 

grow, one way to meet those needs (i.e., to enable more users be "on line" or active) 

is to increase the radio capacity. There are many techniques which achieve a higher 

radio capacity, including "cell-splitting"^ [19], reconfiguration of the cell structure^, and 

improvement of the BER performance so that more CCI can be tolerated. Since this 

thesis deals with the physical layer of the mobile cellular telecommunication system, the 

last approach will be investigated. 

It should be pointed out that the CCI environment has recently become very important 

because of the tremendous interest and application of other frequency reuse wireless 

communication systems, such as portable phones, in-door communications, and, in 

general, wireless personal communication systems (see for example [5, 23, 24]). 

As a final comment, the term CCI used in the earlier papers describes a static CCI 

environment (see, for example, [25-27]). In other words, the interference (and the signal 

for that matter) is unaffected by fading. This situation can arise in a very slow fading 

environment, where the maximum Doppler bandwidth is much less than the symbol rate 

(i.e., / d <C /2). Quite often, the same term CCI is being used in modem mobile cellular 

systems to describe a faded CCI environment. To avoid any confusion in the thesis, CCI 

refers to a static CCI unless otherwise specified. 

1.4.3 Intersymbol Interference (ISI) 

As mentioned in Section 1.3, G M S K signalling inherently produces some ISI because 

of pulse shaping. Other causes of ISI include time-delay spread, which is previously 

' One major drawback of this method is a practical limitation of the cell size and the separation distance. 

* For example, a new microcell architecture claims to improve the overall system capacity by 2.33 times [22]. 



mentioned, and finite bandwidth and frequency distortion, which are related to non-

Nyquist filtering [28]. For non-constant envelope modulation schemes such as QPSK 

and Q A M , the latter source of ISI can be avoided using filters that satisfy Nyquist's 

criteria on ISI-free transmission. For example, two square-root raised-cosine filters can 

be used: one as the baseband filter in the transmitter and the other as the Intermediate 

Frequency (IF) filter in the receiver [29]. This, however, is not possible for C P M because 

the information bits are coded at the RF stage such that filtering is not necessary at the 

output of analog FM-modulator (see Fig. 1.1). Instead, Butterworth or Gaussian filters 

are often used as the IF filter at the receiver. These filters are simple to implement but 

introduce some amount of ISI. Accordingly, the thesis will deal with two sources of ISI: 

1) inherent ISI due to pulse shaping and 2) ISI due to filtering. 

1.5 Coherent versus Noncoherent Detection 

Coherent detection or demodulation of digital signals requires a receiver capable 

of determining or estimating within acceptable error both the frequency and the phase 

of the signal carrier. For noncoherent detection, there is no need for carrier recovery 

and thus instead of a carrier recovery subsystem, a one-symbol delay element is usually 

used for comparison of two consecutive symbols. Similar to other constant and non-

constant envelope modulation schemes, both M S K and G M S K can be detected by means 

of coherent [16, 30] or noncoherent detection (which includes differential detection [8] 

and limiter/discriminator [31, 32]). Although coherent detection generally outperforms 

noncoherent detection in an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, the carrier 

synchronization subsystems necessary for coherent detection are complicated [14, 10]. 



Furthermore, in the presence of fading and/or other types of channel interference, tradi

tional coherent detection schemes result in poor performance including high error floors^ 

[20, 33-35]. For applications where the channel is time varying, traditional coherent de

modulation techniques require long acquisition times [36]. Differential detection seems 

to be the preferred choice for burst mode applications, such as T D M A systems, because 

of its simplicity, very short acquisition time and fairly good performance in fading chan

nels [12, 37, 38]. However, the effect of inherent ISI due to pulse shaping is much more 

destructive on the system performance when differential detectors are employed. One 

simple yet powerful technique to counteract this effect is the decision-feedback, which 

can be applied at the receiver to partially remove the ISI [39, 40]. The thesis will focus 

on differential detection systems with and without decision feedback. 

1.6 The Research Contributions of the Thesis 

The foregoing discussion on differentially detected M S K and G M S K modulation 

schemes for mobile cellular telecommunication applications has identified the scope this 

thesis. The objectives of the thesis are two-fold: 

(1) The BER performance of the differentially detected M S K system is analyzed and 

derived in a combined (static) CCI and A W G N channel. The Fourier-Bessel series 

technique is used for fast and accurate numerical evaluation. Computer simulation 

is used to verify some of the analytical results, demonstrating the effect of ISI due 

to filtering on the system performance. 

(2) The BER performance of differentially detected G M S K {BtT = 0.25) system is 

evaluated in a combined static and Rayleigh-faded CCI and A W G N environment. A 

' Error floor is the BER value at which the rate remains constant even though the SNR is increased. 



decision feedback (DF) technique is applied to the conventional differential detector 

to reduce the inherent ISI of the G M S K signal, and computer simulation is used to 

obtain the performance for the both receivers. The simulation results have indicated 

that the receiver using DF performs significantly better in static CCI as compared 

to faded CCI. 

1.7 Thesis Organization 

The thesis consists of four chapters, including this introduction (Chapter 1), and one 

Appendix. The other three chapters are organized as follows. 

Chapter 2 covers the first objective of the thesis. It starts with the brief introduction 

(Section 2.1) on the research progress of differentially detected M S K systems operated 

in various channel conditions. In Section 2.2, a detailed system model description is 

given. Section 2.3 presents a theoretical analysis which derive the probability distribution 

of the phase angle corrupted by CCI and A W G N . In Section 2.4 the BER probability 

of differentially detected M S K signals is numerically evaluated. In addition, several 

performance evaluations obtained by means of computer simulation are also included. 

Discussions as well as interpretations of these results can be found in the same section. 

Finally, the summary is given in Section 2.5. 

Chapter 3 covers the second objective of the thesis. Section 3.1 is an introduction 

to developments in differentially detected G M S K systems, followed by a system model 

description in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 gives the various numerical results in terms of BER 

performance in a combined Rayleigh fading, CCI and A W G N channel. The summary 

is given in Section 3.4. 



The conclusions of the thesis and some suggestions for future research are given 

Chapter 4. 



Chapter 2 Bit Error Performance Analysis and Evaluation of 
MSK Signals in a CCI-AWGN Channel 

2.1 Introduction 

Differentially detected M S K (DMSK) systems operating under various channel con

ditions have been studied in the past. In [12], the performance of D M S K systems in an 

A W G N was improved by means of a Nonredundant Error Correction (NEC) technique. 

Extensions of this work have recently appeared in [38, 41]. Other receiver structures for 

D M S K systems have been published in [42] for the A W G N channel. The bit error rate 

(BER) performance of D M S K signals in a Rician fast fading environment was analyti

cally derived in [43]. BER results obtained by simulation as well as some experimental 

evaluation of D M S K systems subjected to ACI are reported in [44]. Nonetheless, the 

analytic performance of D M S K systems in a combined A W G N and CCI environment 

has not yet appeared in the open technical literature. This is the subject of the study 

here in this chapter. 

2.2 System Model Description 

Fig. 2.1 illustrates a general block diagram of the M S K system. The received 

signal z{t) is given by 

z{t) = s{t) + i{t) + n{t) (2.1) 

where s{t) is the transmitted information signal, i{t) is the CCI and n{t) is the AWGN. 

The transmitted signal, as described in Section 1.1, is given by 

s{t) = Ao cos [2zfct + a{t)] (2.2) 



where a{t) is the same as ^{t) in Eq. (1.5). For M S K , as L = 1, Eq. (1.9) becomes 

g{t) = ( 2T for 0 < i < r (2.3) 
( 0 otherwise. 

This is equivalent to having no pre-modulation filter in Fig. 1.1. For the CCI, there are 

N independent interferers employing the same modulation format with the same bit rate 

l/T. Consequently, the j-th interférer can be mathematically presented as 

ij{t) = BjCos[27rfct + 6j+^j{t)] (2.4) 

where Bj is a constant amplitude, 6j is a carrier random phase shift which is uniformly 

distributed over [0, lir), and (3j{t) is given by 

} 

^,{t) = 27rh J 9(7 -kT- Tj)d^ (2.5) 

where 6̂ ^ are independent and equally probable bits and r, is a random time delay 

uniformly distributed over the time interval [0, T). The total CCI which is added to s{i) 

is 
N 

(2.6) 

F M 
Modulator 

h =0.5 

F M 
Modulator 
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z(t) 
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Receiver 

(See Fig. 2.2) 
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Interference (CCI) 

i(t)=hj(o 

Figure 2.1 The block diagram of the MSK system. 



In Eq. (2.1), the composite signal s{t) + i{t) is corrupted by AWGN, n{t), which 

is a zero mean Gaussian random process with a double-sided power spectral density of 

No/2. 

Fig. 2.2 illustrates the block diagram of a general receiver which consists of a noise 

bandlimiting IF filter, / / r ( / ) , and an /-bit differential detector followed by a sampler and 

a threshold detector. Similar to other authors (e.g., [12, 38, 45]), the usual assumption is 

made in the analysis that Hr{f) does not significantly change s{t) or i{t), and therefore 

Zr{t) can be expressed as 

zr{t) = sit) + i{t) + n{t) (2.7) 

with 
t 

n{t)^ j hr{T)n{t - T)dT. (2.8) 

—oo 

In the above equation, hr{t) is the impulse response of Hr{f). Also n{t) is a Gaussian 

random process with zero mean and variance 

oo 

^No J \Hrif) 
(2.9) 
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Figure 2.2 The /-th order differential detector. 
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Because of the circular symmetry of the signals involved, it is convenient to express 

Zr{t) in polar form as 

(2.10) 

where C{t) is the amplitude of the composite signal and 7(t) is its phase. For the purpose 

of this chapter, only a 1-bit (/ = 1) differential detector will be considered. As shown 

in Fig. 2.2, the output d{t) is obtained by multiplying Zr{t) with its 1-bit delayed and 

90° phase shifted version and low pass filtering the product. Then, by making the usual 

assumption that fcT is an integer, 

where A 7 ( r ) = 7(^) - -f{t - T). After sampling at t = kT, a'k is decoded as "1" if 

d{kT) > 0 and as " - 1 " if d{kT) < 0. 

2.3 Derivation of the Phase Angle Distribution in a 
Combined CCI and AWGN Environment 

In order to analyze the BER performance of the M S K system described in the previous 

section, the approach first suggested by Pawula, Rice and Roberts [46] will be used. It 

is based on the characteristic function of the received signal z{t). 

It is shown in [46, 47] that in general, the conditional characteristic functions of the 

transmitted signal s{t), the ;-th interference ij{t)^, and the uncorrelated Gaussian noise 

* This interference can be considered to represent an angle-modulated signal. 

d{t) = C{t)C{t-T) sin [A7(r) (2.11) 



n{t) can be expressed respectively as 

^j^{u,v I V.) = Jo {^Ju'Bl + v^Bl + 2uvB,^ B2, cos (A/?, - tA.)) (2.12) 

$7v(î^,t' I ̂ i) = exp ( i 2 ~ j ' 

In the above equations, the subscripts 1 and 2 represent samples taken at the time instants 

t = and t = t2 with 2̂ - = T, Aa = o;2 - « i , A/3j = j^i^ - ^2,^ and il>i is an angle 

of interest^. Fig. 2.3 shows the vector representation of all the signals involved at times 

t = t\ and t = t2, including the total CCI signals i{ti) and 2(̂ 2)-

' As it will become apparent in the next section, for the differential detection of the MSK signal, the angles of 
interest are 0 and tt. 

Figure 2.3 Vector representation of the signal, the interference, 
and the noise at time instances < = <i and < = <2-



Because of the fact that s{t), i{t), and n{t) are statistically independent, the joint 

conditional characteristic function of z{t) is given by [46] 

N 

{u,v I ipi). (2.13) 

As was shown in [46, 47], the probability distribution of the angle tp can be expressed as 

P{^i < ^ < 2̂} = G{rP2) - G(V'i) (2.14) 

where 
00 00 

G ( « = | ^ - ^ / / ^ * z ( - « , H « ^ (2.15) 
27r 2-K J J orpi uv 

0 0 
and 

= 72 — 71 (= A7) mod 27r (2.16) 

(see also Fig. 2.3). 

It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to derive an exact expression for G'(V'i) for 

the most general case, where, for example, the exact effects of Hr{f) on z{t) are taken 

into account. In an attempt to make the problem analytically tractable, the following 

reasonable assumptions will be made. 

i) It will be postulated that the power of the received signal, each interference and 

noise remain constant at the sampling instances. In other words, for the purpose of 

the analysis only, the effect of Hr{f) will be neglected. This assumption is also 

made in other publications including [12, 38, 45]. Mathematically, the assumption 

is equivalent to Aj = A^ (which without loss of generality will be set to unity), 

Bf^ = Bl^ = B'j and al = a\ = a'^. It should be pointed out, however, that in 



the results obtained by means of computer simulation, all the effects of Hrif) have 

been taken into account. 

ii) As in other publications dealing with CCI channels [25-27, 45, 48], it will be assumed 

that the phase /3{t) of the interference signal i{t) is uniformly distributed over (-TT, 

TT]. The simulation results discussed later will validate this assumption. 

Under the above conditions, Eq. (2.13) can be expressed as 

$^( t i , u I xpi) — Jo ^u'^ + v"^ -{- 2uv cos (Ao; — ipi) 

X exp 
a2(u2 + t;2) N (2.17) 

Following the steps in [46], which employs the transformation to polar coordinates, i.e.. 

u = pcos [ 2 p ^ = ^^-[-2^ 
(2.18) 

with dudv = ^dpdd, Eq. (2.15) can be revio-itten as 

2 OO 

X ^ ^ J o - COS ( A a - i/'i) cos 6^ 

(2.19) 

where 

$c(p) = exp ( -
2 ) -

(2.20) 

denotes the characteristic function of the corrupting signals, i.e., i{t) and n{t). 



After the differentiation of the Bessel function and the rearrangement of terms, Eq. 

(2.19) simplifies to 

sin {A(j) - f dO r(j,\ sin (A<^ - V>,) / 
-^1 — cos 9 cos {Aa — •00 

(2.21) 
oo 

X 
0 

For an arbitrary number of interferers, N, a closed-form solution of the Bessel integral 

1 - cos ^ COS {Aa - • ^c{p)-

of the above equation could not be found. Nevertheless, an alternative approach would 

be to solve the Bessel integral numerically by using the Fourier-Bessel series expansion, 

which is accurate and converges rapidly [49]. 

The spherical symmetric cumulative probability distribution of the radius r [49, Eq. 

(6)] is 

9(l-s/2) s/2 °r 

^'^'^ = r{s/2) j P^'^'~'^Js/2irp)^cip)dp (2.22) 
0 

where s is the dimension of the signal and ?(•) is the gamma function. The above 

equation can be expressed using the Fourier-Bessel series [49, Eq. (9)] as 

where Ajt is the ^-th zero of J(s/2-i)(*) ^i^d Fk is the Fourier-Bessel coefficient which 

may be replaced with ( ^ ) ' providing that R, the radius of integration, is sufficiently 

large [49]. M S K is a two-dimensional signal, i.e., s = 2. Hence, after the truncating the 

series at some term M , Eq. (2.23) can be approximated as 



as r ( l ) = 1. This expression enables us to evaluate the integral in question with an 

arbitrarily small error, depending on two parameters: R and M. 

Following the Eq. (2.22) and (2.24), Eq. (2.21) can be approximated as 

f de 
27r 27r J 2y/l - cos ̂  cos ( A a - ^i) 

X 
K— 1 

(2.25) 

where Ajt is now the A;-th zero of Jo(«). Furthermore, by changing the order of integration 

and summation, 

M s i n ( A ç i - V , ) J _ f . ^ c ( ^ ) 

de 
(2.26) 

/ A • j / ^ \ / l - c o s g c o s ( A a - V , ) 
y 1 — cos 6̂  cos ( A a — ̂ t) V 

Eq. (2.26) is more convenient to evaluate than Eq. (2.25) because its integrand is much 

simpler to handle. In other words, it is easier to sum relatively simple integrals than to 

integrate a very compUcated summation. 

2.4 Numerical Results, Computer Simulations and Discussion 

The bit error probability of 1-bit differentially detected M S K can be expressed as 

P(e i 1) + P(e I -1 ) 
(2.27) 

where P(e | ±1) are the probability of error given that ±1 is transmitted. Without the 

effect of the IF filter, there is no ISI between symbols. Hence, in terms of angles. 



P{e I ±1) can be expressed as 

P{e I 1) = P(7r < 0 < 27r) 
(2.28) 

P(e I -1 ) = P(0 < t/- < TT) 

for 1-bit differential detection. For equally probable data bits, Eq. (2.27) becomes 

Pl, = P{e\\) = P{e\-\) 
(2.29) 

= P{0 < 0 < TT} 

which can be calculated using Eqs. (2.14) and (2.26). 

For CCI, the worst case scenario is considered where, for a given interference, power 

of the amplitude of each interférer is the same, i.e., Bj = B for I < j < N. Therefore, 

the Carrier-to-interference (C/I) ratio is given by 

C / I = ^ - (2-30) 

Since the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) equals to Eq. (2.20) becomes 

The integration in Eq. (2.26) is carried out using the Gaussian Quadrature method 

with the number of abscissas, n = 64. The description of this technique and its 

source codes are included in [50, pp. 131-137]. In [49], it was suggested the radius 
TV 

be i? = Bj + lOa- and the maximum number of truncation, M = 140. These 

values guarantee that the maximum error associated with R is le^ l̂ < 2 x 10~^^, and the 
maximum error associated with M i s | e j i / | < l x l O ^ [49]. For the purpose of our 

N 
analysis, R - + ^Ocr and M = 200. The values of both parameters are increased 



to take into account the dominant error contributed by the numerical integration. This 

error is given as 

i4 
(2.32) 

(2n-|-3)[(2n + 2)r 

v '̂here is the (2rt+2)-th derivative of the function (i.e., the integrand) after the 

change of variable and ^ is located on (-1, 1) [51]. Because the integrand in Eq. (2.26) 

is fairly complicated, the error analysis is generally very difficult, and hence omitted in 

the thesis. Some values of BER probabilities are tabulated in Table 2. As it can be seen 

in the table, the Fourier-Bessel series behaves well above 10~^°, so that BER evaluations 

of up to 10~^ are very accurate^°. 

Due to the numerical integration error, the BER values below 10 ^° are not reliable. It is believed that the 
negative value indicates that the error is larger than the BER value itself. 

Table 2 A list of BER probabilities of a 1-bit differentially detected MSK signal in the presence of 
AWGN and CCI. N is the number of interferers. The marker (*) indicates unreliable BER values. 

SNR 
(dB) 

B E R SNR 
(dB) A W G N C/l = 10 dB, N = 1 C/I = 14 dB, iV = 4 

0 1.8394e-01 2.0187e-01 1.9113e-01 
1 1.4198e-01 1.6395e-01 1.5079e-01 
2 1.0248e-01 1.2778e-01 1.1261e-01 

12 6.5438e-08 5.4325e-05 1.4916e-05 
13 9.9391e-10* 7.1400e-06 2.1002e-06 
14 -2.4778e-10* 5.7060e-07 2.0293e-07 
15 -1.9897e-10* 2.4375e-08 1.2066e-08 
16 1.3942e-10* 4.636 le-10* 3.5901e-10* 
17 1.2142e-10* 4.0995e-ll* 6.1066e-ll* 
18 1.7860e-10* -2.5579e-ll* 1.2941e-10* 
19 2.9848e-10* 4.4350e-ll* 1.3800e-10* 
20 -2.6466e-10* 1.2943e-10* 9.1269e-ll* 
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Figs. 2.4-2.7 show the BER performance results of 1-bit̂ ^ differential detector for 

M S K as a function of SNR in the combined CCI-AWGN environment The following 

four typical values of C/I were considered: 6, 10, 14, and 20 dB. The program is run on 

SPARCstation IPX® and aU the data are collected in less than 10 minutes in CPU time. 

This demonstrates the speed of the Fourier-Bessel series expansion technique. For all the 

graphs, the dotted line represents the performance in an A W G N channel only, whereas 

the dashed line represents the case where the number of interferers approach infinity^^, 

i.e., N oo. Between these two is the case where the number of interferers ranges from 

one to six. It should be pointed out that the performance obtained for TV = 0, i.e., in 

an A W G N channel, is in excellent agreement with the performance reported in [38, Fig. 

3] where the derivation uses the probability density function of the phase angle rather 

than the characteristic function. 

Several observations can be made from these graphs: 

i . SimUar to PSK systems [25], the BER performance worsens as the number of 

interferers increases at fixed C/I. At high C/I, however, the difference is insignificant. 

For example, at C/I = 20 dB, the difference between the case of no interférer (N = 0) 

and that of infinite number of interferers {N oo) is about 0.6 dB. (See Fig. 2.7.) 

i i . At low C/I, the performance deteriorates fast with the increasing number of interferers. 

As it can be observed from Fig. 2.4 , for C/I = 6 dB, there is a degradation of 

more than 3 dB at 10~^ when the number of interferers changes from one to two. 

" As the ISI due to filtering is neglected, the performance evaluation results are the same for 2-bit differential 
detector receiver. In the computer simulation, however, when filtering is taken into account, the 2-bit differential 
detection receiver yields the better performance. Similar results are reported in [8]. 

From the central limit theorem [52], as A'̂  —• oo the statistical characteristic of CCI becomes Gaussian. 



Figure 2.4 BER probability of a 1-bit differentially detected MSK signal in the 
presence of AWGN and CCI with C/I = 6 dB. N is the number of interferers. 



SNR [dB] 

Figure 2.5 BER probability of a 1-bit differentially detected MSK signal in the 
presence of AWGN and CCI with C/I = 10 dB. TV is the number of interferers. 
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Figure 2.6 BER probability of a 1-bit differentially detected MSK signal in the 
presence of AWGN and CCI with C/I = 14 dB. A/ is the number of interferers. 



SNR (dB] 

Figure 2.7 BER probability of a 1-bit differentially detected MSK signal in the 
presence of AWGN and CCI with C/l = 20 dB. A' is the number of interferers. 



Furthermore, the same figure illustrates that for N = 5, the system exhibits an error 

floor at about 5 x lO"^. 

i i i . In the case where the number of interferers approaches infinite, the error floor occurs 

for C/I < 10 dB. For C/I > 14 dB, the system no longer exhibits error floors for 

BER > 10-«. 

Computer simulations of the communication system under consideration illustrated in 

Fig. 2.1 were used to confirm the analysis and theoretical performance evaluation results 

(Figs. 2.4-2.7). The simulation has tested the minimum of 2^"^ to the maximum of 2̂ ^̂  

bits, each sampled at eight samples/bit. The simulation results were obtained by means of 

Monte Carlo error counting techniques. In order to have acciu-ate performance results for 

all simulated BER values, at least 100 errors were counted. Hence, the confidence level 

of at least 90% is obtained for all simulation results [53]. Table 3 lists the confidence 

interval for each BER, as calculated by using the formula in [53, Eq. (8)]. 

A typical computer-simulated eye-diagram of d{t) in the presence of CCI at C/I = 10 

dB is shown in Fig. 2.8(a) for one interférer (A'̂  = 1) and in Fig. 2.8(b) for four interferers 

(N = 4). By comparing these two eye-diagrams, it can be seen that as the number 

Table 3 The 90% confidence interval for each BER. 

BER 1 Number of bits tested | 90% confidence interval [53] 

10-1 4096 (2^2) (9.26e-2, 1.08e-l) 

10-2 16384 (2^4) (8.80e-3, l . l le-2) 

10-3 131072 (2^^) (8.67e-4, 1.15e-3) 

10-4 1048576 (220) (8.52e-5, 1.12e-4) 

10-5 16777216 (224) (8.81e-6, 1.14e-5) 
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(b) 
Figure 2.8 Computer simulated eye-diagrams of an MSK system employing a 

4-th order Butterworth (BrT = 1.1) IF filter in the presence of CCI with 
C/I = 10 dB. (a) One interférer (TV = 1) (b) Four interferers (A^ = 4) 



of interferers increases, the maximal eye opening becomes narrower, demonstrating the 

expected degradation in performance (see Fig. 2.5.) 

In order to demonstrate the effect of the IF filtering (Hr{f) of Fig. 2.2), two 

cases are considered: one case where the signals and the noise pass through the 4-th 

order Butterworth filter (referred in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10 as "filtered") and the other case 

where only the noise passes through the same filter (referred in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10 as 

"unfiltered"). For the "unfiltered" case, it has been found that the BER does not depend on 

the bandwidth of the receive filter. For the "filtered" case, the normalized 3-dB bandwidth 

is chosen to be B r ^ = 1.1 because this is the optimal value for BER = IQ-^ [44]. It is 

optimal in the sense that the minimum SNR is required to achieve BER = IQ-^. From 

Fig. 2.9, it can be seen in the AWGN channel that, compared to the "unfiltered" system, 

the error performance of the "filtered" system degrades only slightly at low SNR but as 

much as 1.6 dB at high SNR. In addition, as SNR increases, the gap in error performance 

between the two systems widens. As can be observed in Fig. 2.10, the same trend is 

found when co-channel interferers are included. From the performance evaluation results 

shown in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10 it is apparent that for the "unfiltered" systems, there is 

a very good agreement between analysis and computer simulation. Furthermore, it is 

worthwhile to point out that although the effects of the receive filter is not examined due 

to its complexity, the analysis still offers a fairly good insight into the error performance 

of differentially detected M S K system operated in a CCI-AWGN environment. 

The final three figures (Figs. 2.11-2.13) illustrate comparisons between theoretical 

results and computer simulations for C/I = 6, 10, and 14 dB, each with zero (i.e., 

AWGN), one and four co-channel interferers. In general, there is a very good agreement 
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Figure 2.9 Comparison of the performance in an AWGN channel of the 1-bit differentially 
detected MSK with ("filtered") and without ("unfiltered") the IF receive filter. 
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Figure 2.10 Comparison of the performance in a CCI-AWGN channel of the 1-bit 
differentiaUy detected MSK with ("filtered") and without ("unfiltered") the IF 

receive filter. C/I = 14 dB and is the number of co-channel interferers. 
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Figure 2.11 Comparison of the performance in a CCI-AWGN channel of the 1-bit differentially detected 
MSK without ("unfiltered") the IF receive filter. C/l = 6 dB and A' is the number of co-channel interferers. 



Figure 2.12 Comparison of the performance in a CCI-AWGN channel of the 1-bit differentially detected 
MSK without ("unfiltered") the IF receive filter. C/l - 10 dB and TV is the number of co-channel interferers. 
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Figure 2.13 Comparison of the performance in a CCI-AWGN channel of the 1-bit differentially detected 
MSK without ("unfiltered") the IF receive filter. C/I = 14 dB and N is the number of co-channel interferers. 



between these results, and thus the assumptions made in the analysis are fully justified. 

It is interesting to point out that, comparing the two different cases of CCI (A^ = 1 and 

N = 4), the simulation results tend to agree more with the analytic results in the case of 

more interferers. This is because the total phase of interference becomes more and more 

uniformly distributed as the number of interferers is increased. 

2.5 Summary 

In this chapter, the BER performance of differentially detected M S K systems which 

are operated in a frequency reuse, i.e., CCI environment has been theoretically analyzed. 

By employing a Fourier-Bessel series expansion technique, the theoretical performance 

of these systems has been evaluated. BER performance evaluation results have been 

presented with the C/l and the number of interferers as parameters. In addition, the 

theoretical results agree very closely with those obtained by computer simulation. 



Chapter 3 Bit Error Performance of GMSK Systems 
Employing Decision Feedback Receiver in 
Rayleigh-fading and CCI-AWGN Channel̂ ^ 

3.1 Introduction 

Earlier work on G M S K includes performance analysis and evaluation in flat fading 

channels (e.g., [8, 31, 32, 45, 55-57]) and more recently for frequency selective fading 

and CCI [58, 59]. In the latter environment, it was found that discriminator detection 

of G M S K performs better than its counterpart, differential detection [59]. It should 

be pointed out, however, that the operation of the discriminator detector suffers from 

so-called "FM-cUcks" [60] which tend to occur quite often in the presence of strong 

interference. In [39] a differential detection technique based on decision feedback which 

improves the performance of differentially detected G M S K schemes has been proposed 

and evaluated for the A W G N channel. The performance of this decision feedback 

technique for G M S K signals operated in the presence of CCI has not yet been investigated. 

Thus, the subject of this chapter is the evaluation of these receiver structures for G M S K 

schemes operated in a combined static or Rayleigh-faded CCI and A W G N environment. 

3.2 System Model Description 

3.2.1 Transmitter 

Fig. 3.1 represents the G M S K transmitter which consists of a differential encoder, a 

Gaussian premodulation filter, and an F M modulator. The differential encoder is required 

" The research in this chapter has been presented in the Proceedings of IrUernational Corrference on Selected Topics 
in Wireless Communications. It is also tentatively accepted for publication in the IEEE Transactions on Vehicular 
Technology [54]. 



to prevent the error propagation for two-bit or higher differential detection [39]. The Non-

Return to Zero (NRZ) information bits, a^, taken from the alphabet {±1}, are equally 

probable and independent, and the output of the differential encoder hk can be expressed 

as 
/ - I 

fcjt = ojfc JJ (3.1) 
1=1 

for the receiver structure using /-bit (/ > 2) differential detection. 

^k Differential 
Encoder * * . 

Gaussian 
Filter F M Modulator 

h = 0.5 
s(t) Differential 

Encoder 
Gaussian 

Filter F M Modulator 
h = 0.5 

Figure 3.1 The GMSK transmitter. 

After the Gaussian premodulation filter Ht{f) and the F M modulator, the G M S K 

signal s{t) is given in Eq. (1.4), with 

<f>{t) = 27rh k / g{T-iT)dT. (3.2) 

where g{t) is given in Eq. (1.7). 

3.2.2 Channel model 

As illustrated in Fig. 3.2, the channel model consists of N statistically independent 

co-channel interferers (as in Chapter 2), ii{t), ?2(i), ^7v(i), which could be Rayleigh-

faded so that they become i{{t), il{t), i{f{t), respectively. Similarly, the transmitted 

signal s{t) could be also Rayleigh-faded thus resulting in {t). Clearly when fading 

is absent ij(^) = ij{t) for I < j < N and sf{t) = s{t). Furthermore, because of the 
N N 

additive nature of the CCI, i{t) = ^ ij{t) and if (t) = ij{t)- The Rayleigh fading 
j=i j=i 



is assumed to be a filtered complex Gaussian process f{t) which has an autocorrelation 

function [43] 

Rfir) = Jo{2irfDT). (3.3) 

For the case of flat fading, sf{t) = s{t)f{t) and ij(i) = ij{t)f{t) for 1 < j < N. As 

before, for the CCI, it will be assumed that they employ the same modulation format, 

i.e., G M S K with BtT = 0.25, and the same bit rate l/T. Hence, ;-th CCI is given in Eq. 

(2.4). Again for CCI, the worst case scenario is considered, i.e., Bj = B for 1 < j < N. 

Therefore, in this case, the C/l is given as 

C / I = ^ ° 
NB^' 

(3.4) 

This definition is extended to the case of Rayleigh fading, although, as will be shown 

later, the BER performance will not depend on the number of interferers for Rayleigh-

faded CCI because of its Gaussian characteristics. Finally, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2, tiie 

composite signal is corrupted by A W G N , n{t). 

s(t) 
P I -
optional 

| R . F . | | R . F . | . . . ^ R . F . i 
''^yyyyyyy^ 

hit) hit) 

r(t) 

C H A N N E L (R.F. = Rayleigh Fading) 

Figure 3.2 The channel which includes the Rayleigh-faded signal and interference, and the noise. 



3.2.3 Receivers 

Conventional receivers The general structure of an /-th order differential detector for 

the G M S K signal (which is the same for the M S K signal) is repeated here for the readers' 

convenience in Fig. 3.3. From the channel model, the received signal r{t) consists of 

three components. 

(f \ _ / ^i^) + ^(^) + "(^) (without fading) 
' ~ \ sf{t) + if{t) + n{t) (with fading). 

(3.5) 

As in Chapter 2, the predetection receive filter Hr{f) is the 4-th order band-pass 

Butterworth filter. Here, the SNR can be stated as [8] 

SNR = (3.6) 
2al No BrnT 

where Ej is the transmitted energy per bit, Bm is the noise bandwidth, and a{t) is the 

normalized signal amplitude after the signal is filtered [8], i.e.. 

a{t) = [hr{t) * COS {(i){t))f + [hr{t) * sin {4>{t)) 

For an n-th order Butterworth filter, [61] 

(3.7) 

Brn — 
7r/2n 

sin (7r/2n) 
Br (3.8) 

Zr(t) 

IT 90° 
Delay Shift 

LPF 
d,(t) 

I =l,3,5,...i 

kT 

A 
•Ok 

d.c. bias, v 
1 = 2 

Figure 3.3 The /-th order differential detector. 



where Br is a double-sided 3-dB bandwidth. Thus for n = 4, Eq. (3.6) becomes 

SNR = (3.9) 

with c = g-„^( /̂g) ~ 1.026 '̂̂ . If the effects of fading, interference, noise, and intersymbol 

interference due to filtering are ignored, normalized sampled value is given as 

diikT) = sm 

cos A<^(')(itr) 

for / odd 

for / even 
(3.10) 

where 

(3.11) 

The phase 6^^^ whose values depend on the delay / is given by [39] 

kT 

= 27rh J g{T - iT)dT. (3.12) 

kT-lT 

The values of ^ '̂̂  are tabulated in Table 4 for different values of delay / and BtT = 0.25 

[39]. From Table 4, all possible phase values of A(f>]p in Eq. (3.11) are plotted in Fig. 

3.4. It can be seen that for / = 2 (Fig. 3.4(b)), the phase-diagram is not symmetrical with 

respect to the y-axis and thus a d.c. bias v is required to optimize the BER performance. 

Note that as the order n increases, the difference between the noise bandwidth and the 3-dB bandwidth decreases. 

Table 4 The phase (in degree) of /-bit differential detection of GMSK signal (BtT = 0.25). 

L i " 0. 0-1 0̂ 9i Oi 
0.6 

3̂ J 
0.6 18.2 52.4 18.2 

Oi 
0.6 

2 0.6 18.8 70.6 70.6 18.8 0.6 



Receivers with decision feedback (DF) The DF receiver for G M S K signals is easy 

to implement and very effective to reduce much of the inherent ISI between successive 

symbols [39]. This technique partially removes ISI by using the phase angle feedback 

loop with the aid of the previously decoded data bits. Fig. 3.5 illustrates this technique 

applied to the conventional /-bit differential detector. The shift of the phase angle, 0^'^ 

is given in [39] as 

0(1) = 6;_2^(i) + (3.13) 

.88.8 103.6 

"^•^ 52.4 

^ 16.0 
decision \ 
threshold ! • 

178.8^ 

/ 

.,''-*^52.4 

-178.8* 

-16.0 

-141.2" .̂. 

-103.6 

decision 
threshold 

L V 
V37.6 

0.0 

/•37.6 

Before Decision Feedback 

Ii 
.....^ 70.6 

' threshold 

y 34.2 
141.2 

142.4,*^ 
^ \ 38.8 

%37.6 

decision \ ^ 
178.8 '̂ i l . 2 

threshold • ^ -178.8* f - l ? 

^0-34.2 -142.4*_ 
-141.2 \ 

•'-37.6 
/*-38.8 

-"•-70.6 

After Decision Feedback 

decision 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.4 The phase-state diagram for (a) 1-bit and (b) 2-bit differential detection [39]. 



for / = 1, and 

0(2) = I 

24-2^'^ + 24-3^^^ if 4 -1 ^ 4 -3 and 4 - i 7̂  4 -2 
(2) 

0 

if fejfc_i = 6fc_3 and hk-i ^ 6jt_2 

if fejt-i ^ h-i and hk_-^ = 6jt_2 

if = h-i and = 

(3.14) 

for / = 2. Notice that for / = 2, the phase shift rule is applied such that the d.c. bias 

is no longer required in the decision threshold, as the phase-diagram is now symmetrical 

about y-axis (see Fig. 3.4). 

3.3 Numerical Results and Discussion 

By using a 4-th order Butterworth filter in the receiver, B r T is equal to 1.0 and 0.86 

for all related receivers employing one- and two-bit differential detection, respectively. 

As shown in Fig. 3.6, these values are near-optimal at BER = 10~^ in an A W G N 

channel. For the computer simulations, a Monte Carlo error counting technique is used 

and at least 100 errors are counted, giving the same confidence intervals in Table 3. 

To demonstrate the effects of the number N of co-channel interferers on the BER 

performance. Fig. 3.7 shows the BER curve of conventional one-bit differentially detected 

G M S K with = 1 and = 4 interferers for both static CCI-AWGN at C/I = 

6 
0"' 

Shift 
r ^ T kT 

A 

Diff. 
Enc. 

A A 

Logic 
Circuit 

Figure 3.5 The Decision Feedback (DF) applied to the conventional Z-bit differential detector. 



18 dB and a Rayleigh-faded CCI-AWGN at C/I = 30 dB. For the static case, the 

BER performance degrades noticeably as N increases, whereas for the fading case, the 

performance does not change much. This result verifies the well-known fact that the 

characteristics of a static CCI cannot be considered Gaussian [27]. However, a faded 

CCI has Gaussian characteristics independent of the number of interferers, and therefore, 

its BER performance depends on the value of C/I and not on N. 

Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 illustrate the obtained BER performances of the proposed receivers 

(denoted as "DF") for static CCI at C/I = 14 and 18 dB (A^ = 1 and = 4). 

For comparison, in the same figures, the performance of conventional one- and two-

24 

22 

20 

I " 
o 

Z 

14 

12 

0.4 0.6 0,8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 

BrT 

Figure 3.6 The required Ei/No (in dB) for BER = 10"^ in AWGN. 
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Figure 3.7 The BER performance of one-bit differentially detected 
GMSK with = 1 and TV = 4 for static and Rayleigh-faded CCI. 



bit differential receivers (denoted as "C") operated in the same environment are also 

given. From these results, it is clear that the proposed receivers result in significant BER 

improvements. For example, as can be seen from Fig. 3.8, the two-bit DF receiver results 

in a gain of more than 14 dB as compared to the performance of a conventional two-bit 

differential detector (at B E R = 10~^). At BER = 10"*, the performance improvements 

are in excess of 18 dB. It is also expected that as C/I decreases, the overall performance 

gains will increase even further since the DF technique provides greater improvement in 

more interference [39]. 

The following figures (Figs. 3.10-3.13) illustrate the performance of the proposed 

receivers in a Rayleigh fading environment at C/I ^ c» (no CCI) and C/l = 20, 30, and 

40 dB with = 1. For all the graphs in Figs. 3.8-3.13, the dotted line and the solid 

line represent, respectively, one-bit and two-bit differential detection for A'̂  = 1, and the 

conventional receiver is denoted by an "x" and DF by a "triangle." The decision threshold 

is "0" for all cases, except a conventional two-bit detection in a static environment where 

a optimized d.c. bias v is applied. It should be pointed out that the performance of 

the conventional receivers is in good agreement with the theoretical BER performance 

reported in [55-57, 59]. In conclusion, the following observations are made: 

i . Two-bit differential detection with the optimal threshold ou^erforms one-bit in the 

"static" case. Indeed, this has been also the case in an A W G N and a Rician-fading 

environment [8]. However, as reported in [55-57, 59], one-bit differential detection 

offers a better BER performance than two-bit in a typical Rayleigh-faded CCI mobile 

radio channel. 
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i i . The DF scheme performs well in an additive noise and/or interference environment, 

i.e., static CCI and A W G N (Fig. 3.8 and 3.9). However, in the fading environment, 

DF offers some reduction in the error floor (Fig. 3.10-3.13) - relatively little 

improvement compared to the static environment. 

3.4 Summary 

The performance of several decision feedback differential receivers for G M S K signals 

transmitted over static and faded CCI channels has been evaluated by means of computer 

simulation. The results have shown that the DF receivers perform better than other 

more conventional receivers such as one- or two-bit differential detectors. The obtained 

performance improvements are more significant for the static CCI channel. For faded 

CCI, some error floor reductions have been observed. 



Chapter 4 CONCLUSIONS AND SOME SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

4.1 Conclusions 

The thesis has discussed the importance of M S K and G M S K modulation schemes in 

modem digital communication systems: M S K can be considered to be both a linear and a 

constant-envelope modulation scheme, and G M S K has become the standard transmission 

for the G S M system, the Pan-European digital cellular network. The BER performance of 

differentially detected M S K and G M S K systems have been analyzed for the land-mobile 

cellular channel by taking into account Rayleigh-fading, CCI and ISI. 

First for the M S K system, the phase angle distribution of the received signal 

corrupted by an arbitrary number of static interferers and A W G N has been derived. 

The derived expression has been numerically evaluated using the Fourier-Bessel series 

and the Gaussian quadrature integration technique, which has provided fast and accurate 

convergence. The theoretical BER performance results have been verified by means of 

computer simulation. Some deterioration in performance has been observed when the 

effect of filtering was taken into account in the simulation. 

For the G M S K system, the BER performance has been evaluated by means of 

computer simulation in the presence of static as well as Rayleigh-faded CCI and AWGN. 

The BER performance has been generally poor with the conventional receivers due to 

the inherent ISI of the G M S K signal. The use of DF has been applied to the receiver 

to partially remove the ISI. It has been noted that the DF receiver always results in 

improvement performance. Some reduction in error floor has been observed in the faded 
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CCI channel. But most notably, as much as 14 dB gain at (at BER = lO^^) has been 

obtained in the static CCI channel. 

4.2 Suggestions for Future Research 

4.2.1 Effect of amplifier nonlinearities 

The thesis has not investigated the effects of amplifier nonlinearities on the G M S K 

system. It would be worth looking into such effects on the power spectrum and the 

system performance thereof. 

4.2.2 Analytic evaluation of G M S K or C P M in CCI 

It would be interesting to try to find a general and effective technique to analyze and 

evaluate the performance of G M S K or more generally, C P M in a static CCI channel. 

4.2.3 Multi-/i C P M signals 

Multi-/î C P M signals employ different modulation index values between phase 

intervals. These signals are much more bandwidth-efficient than G M S K . One can 

investigate such signals in various mobile environments. 

4.2.4 Application of Viterbi decoding algorithm 

Because the pulse response lasts more than one symbol duration, some amount of 

memory is introduced in the G M S K signal. When differentially detected, the differential 

phase angle follows a certain trellis path. Without any additional symbols at the 

transmitter, Viterbi decoding can be applied for error correction. 
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Appendix A Program Listings 



fbdef,h 
/* This i» a header f i l e for a l l d e f i n i t i o n s */ 

fdefine inaz_M 
•define M 
fdefine PI 
fdefine PI 2 
fdefine d d l 
fdefine SO(x) 

200 
20 
3.14159265358979323846 
1.57079632679489661923 
1 
((x)*(x)) 

fbext.h 
/* This i s a header f i l e for a l l external v a r i a b les */ 

extern FXIE «fp; 
extern double lambda[max_N); 
extern void GetOata(void); 
extern double Perror(double SNR, double SIR, double d p h l ( l , 

double p s i t l , i n t N, double f a c t o r ) ; 
extern double phi(double rho, double SNR, double a i , i n t N); 
extern double integral(double R, double dtheta, double zero, 

double a, double b); 

fbmain.c 

fbmainO 

This i s « main program which c a l l s 
i ) GetDataO t o get the kth zero of Zero-order Bessel Function, Jo() 

i i ) PerrorO t o evaluate the BER vs. SNR with a fi x e d SIR. 

*/ 

finclude <8tdio.h> 
finolude <math.h> 

finclude "fbdef.h" 
finolude "fbext.h" 

mainO 
{ 

i n t Rr 
double Pb; 

s t a t i c double dphl()-=(PI_2); 
s t a t i c double psi[]-(0.0, PI); 

double SNR, SIR; 
in t SNRdB, SIRdB; 
double factor; 

SNRdB-0; 

/ * nuRber of i n t e r f e r e r s */ 
/* BER •/ 

/* phase of OMSK sig n a l */ 
/* p s i l « psi2 */ 

/* SNR and SIR i n dB */ 
/• R/sigma »/ 

SIRdB=14; 
£actor=60.0; 

GetDataO; /* get the zeros of Jo(x) *l 

I* evaluate BER for each N •/ 
do ( 

for (N=0; N<=6; N++) 
( do ( 

SNR=pow{(double)10.0, (double)SNRdB/10.0); 
SIR=pow((double)lO.O, (double)SIRdB/10.0); 
Pb=Perror(SNR, SIR, dphi, p s i , N, factor); 

) while (SNRdB<=40); 
SNRdB += ddB; 

) 
SIRdB ddB; 

) while (SIRdB<=30); 
SIRdB=0; 

fbvar.c 
/* This program has a l l the global variables */ 

finclude <stdio.h> 

finclude "fbdef.h" 

FILE *fp; 
double lant)da[max Ml; 

fbdata.c 

fbdata0 

***•«*«•**«*••*«*****«*••*»****•••**•***»*•****«**•*•***•*•****»*•**» 

t h i s program obtains the zeros of Jo(x) from a f i l e c a l l e d "jO.dat" 

•/ 

finclude <8tdio.h> 

finclude "fbdef.h" 
finclude "fbext.h" 

void GetData(void) 
( 

FILE «fpdata; 
i n t i ; 

i f ( (fpdata « fopen("jO.dat", "r")) = NULL ) ( 
printf("cannot open a f i l e . X n " ) ; 
e x i t d ) ; 

) 
else { 



for (i«0; i<m«x M; 
facanf(fpdata,-%lf", Slambdâ[il>; 

fclose(fpclata); 
) 

1 

for (j=0; j<2; j++) 
1 

dtheta=dphi[iI-pai[j]; 
for (k=0; lt<max M; k+t) /* Fourier-Bessel series */ 
( 

rho=lairbda[)cl/R; 
mixl=phi(rho, SHR, a i . H); 
mix2=integral(R, dtheta, lambda[kl. A, B); 
mix3=lambda[k)*SQ( j l (lanWatk) ) ) ; 
mix=mixl*mix2/mix3; 
su»+=mix; 

) 
aux [ j 1 «sian/B; 
G[j J = p s i I j l t JI*sin((double)dtheta); 
G[j)=G[j]/((double)2.0*PI); 
8um=0.0; 

) 
PbHi]=(double)1.0-GIll+GtO]; /* BER for "-1" or "1" • / 

) 
Pb « PblfO); /* BER - Pe(l) - Pe(-l) • / 
return Pb; 

) 

1 fbmsk.c 

for (j=0; j<2; j++) 
1 

dtheta=dphi[iI-pai[j]; 
for (k=0; lt<max M; k+t) /* Fourier-Bessel series */ 
( 

rho=lairbda[)cl/R; 
mixl=phi(rho, SHR, a i . H); 
mix2=integral(R, dtheta, lambda[kl. A, B); 
mix3=lambda[k)*SQ( j l (lanWatk) ) ) ; 
mix=mixl*mix2/mix3; 
su»+=mix; 

) 
aux [ j 1 «sian/B; 
G[j J = p s i I j l t JI*sin((double)dtheta); 
G[j)=G[j]/((double)2.0*PI); 
8um=0.0; 

) 
PbHi]=(double)1.0-GIll+GtO]; /* BER for "-1" or "1" • / 

) 
Pb « PblfO); /* BER - Pe(l) - Pe(-l) • / 
return Pb; 

) 

CbnakO 

This program evaluates the BER for differential ly detected MSK signal. 

Parameters — SNR : Signal-to-Hoise Ratio 
SIR : Signal-to-Interference Ratio 
dphitl : the phase of 1-bit DMSK signal 
ps i [ l : the decision boundry -> 0 and PI 
H : nuntser of interferers 
factor : R/sigma - radius of integration in AHGN 

I t ca l l s 
i) phiO to evaluate the characteristic function of received signal 

i i ) integral!) to calculate the integral of Fourier-Series. 

*/ 

finclude <8tdio .h> 
f include 'anath.h> 

tlnclude "fbdef.h" 
•include "fbert.h" 

double Perror(double SUR, double SIR, double dphi t l , double p s i t l , int «, 
double factor) 

{ 
int i , j , k ; /* indices • / 
double a i ; /* aiif>litude of each interférer */ 
double rho; /* variable of charac. function */ 
double R, R i ; /* radi i of integration */ 
double A , B; / • interval of integration • / 
double mix, mixl , mix2, mlx3, sum; 1* auxiliary variables */ 
double auxt2I, 0(2), Pb, PbH21; /* GO and BER */ 
double dtheta; /* auxiliary variable */ 

sum-O.O; /* i n i t i a l i z e */ 
Ri-0.0; 
A—PI 2; 
B-PI_2; 

ai-1.0/s<irt( (double) SIR*N) ; /* aiip. of i - t h interférer */ 
for ( i - 0 ; i<N; i++) Ri+-ai; /* Ri - sum(ai) a l l i */ 
i f (ll-=0) Ri-0.0; 
R - Ri+factor/sqrt((double)2,0*SNR); / • total R */ 

for (i=0; i< l ; i++) 
( 

for (j=0; j<2; j++) 
1 

dtheta=dphi[iI-pai[j]; 
for (k=0; lt<max M; k+t) /* Fourier-Bessel series */ 
( 

rho=lairbda[)cl/R; 
mixl=phi(rho, SHR, a i . H); 
mix2=integral(R, dtheta, lambda[kl. A, B); 
mix3=lambda[k)*SQ( j l (lanWatk) ) ) ; 
mix=mixl*mix2/mix3; 
su»+=mix; 

) 
aux [ j 1 «sian/B; 
G[j J = p s i I j l t JI*sin((double)dtheta); 
G[j)=G[j]/((double)2.0*PI); 
8um=0.0; 

) 
PbHi]=(double)1.0-GIll+GtO]; /* BER for "-1" or "1" • / 

) 
Pb « PblfO); /* BER - Pe(l) - Pe(-l) • / 
return Pb; 

) 

CbnakO 

This program evaluates the BER for differential ly detected MSK signal. 

Parameters — SNR : Signal-to-Hoise Ratio 
SIR : Signal-to-Interference Ratio 
dphitl : the phase of 1-bit DMSK signal 
ps i [ l : the decision boundry -> 0 and PI 
H : nuntser of interferers 
factor : R/sigma - radius of integration in AHGN 

I t ca l l s 
i) phiO to evaluate the characteristic function of received signal 

i i ) integral!) to calculate the integral of Fourier-Series. 

*/ 

finclude <8tdio .h> 
f include 'anath.h> 

tlnclude "fbdef.h" 
•include "fbert.h" 

double Perror(double SUR, double SIR, double dphi t l , double p s i t l , int «, 
double factor) 

{ 
int i , j , k ; /* indices • / 
double a i ; /* aiif>litude of each interférer */ 
double rho; /* variable of charac. function */ 
double R, R i ; /* radi i of integration */ 
double A , B; / • interval of integration • / 
double mix, mixl , mix2, mlx3, sum; 1* auxiliary variables */ 
double auxt2I, 0(2), Pb, PbH21; /* GO and BER */ 
double dtheta; /* auxiliary variable */ 

sum-O.O; /* i n i t i a l i z e */ 
Ri-0.0; 
A—PI 2; 
B-PI_2; 

ai-1.0/s<irt( (double) SIR*N) ; /* aiip. of i - t h interférer */ 
for ( i - 0 ; i<N; i++) Ri+-ai; /* Ri - sum(ai) a l l i */ 
i f (ll-=0) Ri-0.0; 
R - Ri+factor/sqrt((double)2,0*SNR); / • total R */ 

for (i=0; i< l ; i++) 
( 

1 fbphi.c 1 

CbnakO 

This program evaluates the BER for differential ly detected MSK signal. 

Parameters — SNR : Signal-to-Hoise Ratio 
SIR : Signal-to-Interference Ratio 
dphitl : the phase of 1-bit DMSK signal 
ps i [ l : the decision boundry -> 0 and PI 
H : nuntser of interferers 
factor : R/sigma - radius of integration in AHGN 

I t ca l l s 
i) phiO to evaluate the characteristic function of received signal 

i i ) integral!) to calculate the integral of Fourier-Series. 

*/ 

finclude <8tdio .h> 
f include 'anath.h> 

tlnclude "fbdef.h" 
•include "fbert.h" 

double Perror(double SUR, double SIR, double dphi t l , double p s i t l , int «, 
double factor) 

{ 
int i , j , k ; /* indices • / 
double a i ; /* aiif>litude of each interférer */ 
double rho; /* variable of charac. function */ 
double R, R i ; /* radi i of integration */ 
double A , B; / • interval of integration • / 
double mix, mixl , mix2, mlx3, sum; 1* auxiliary variables */ 
double auxt2I, 0(2), Pb, PbH21; /* GO and BER */ 
double dtheta; /* auxiliary variable */ 

sum-O.O; /* i n i t i a l i z e */ 
Ri-0.0; 
A—PI 2; 
B-PI_2; 

ai-1.0/s<irt( (double) SIR*N) ; /* aiip. of i - t h interférer */ 
for ( i - 0 ; i<N; i++) Ri+-ai; /* Ri - sum(ai) a l l i */ 
i f (ll-=0) Ri-0.0; 
R - Ri+factor/sqrt((double)2,0*SNR); / • total R */ 

for (i=0; i< l ; i++) 
( 

fbphiO 

This program evaluates the characteristic function, PHI(rho) 

PHI(rho) - prod[Jo(lai*da(k]))*expl-0.5*(signB»rho)*2) 

Parameters — rho : variable of PHI (), rhclanbda [k] /R 
SNR : Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
ai : ajiplitude of i - t h in terférer 
H : number of interferers 

*/ 

^include <Btdio.h> 
•include •emath.h> 

finclude "fbdef.h-
finclude "fbext.h" 

double phi(double rho, double SNR, double a i , int H) 
{ 

int i ; 
double value, phi_I; 

phi I - l .O; 
for (i=0; i<H; i++) phi I*-jO((double)al*rho); 
value = phi_I*exp(-(double) SQ (rho)/(2.0*2.0*SNR)); 
return value; 

1 



f b i n t . c 

f b i n t O 

********************************************************************* 

This program integrates each teem i n Fourier-Bessel series using 
Gaussian-Quadrature method. I t i s a modified version of G-Q appeared 
i n the "Numerical Recipes i n C". G-Q uses €4 points abscissa (n=64) and 
each weight at the point of abscissa i s derived using Legendre 
Polynomials and i s accurate up to ten decimal points. 

Parameters — R : the radius of integration 
dtheta : dphi [ J - p s i t l ( 0 or PI ) 
l e r o : lanbdaCk), k-th le r o of JoO 
a, b : the i n t e r v a l of integration [-PI/2, PI/21 

•include <stdio.h> 
fi n c l u d e <math.h> 

f i n c l u d e "fbdef.h" 
f i n c l u d e "fbext.h" 

double integral(double R, double dtheta, double zero, double a, double b) 

i n t j ; 
double xr,xm,dx,8; 

s t a t i c double x[]<'(0.0, 
0.1696444204,0. 
0.3572201583,0. 
0.5312794640,0. 
0.6852363131,0. 
0.8132653151,0, 
0.9105221371,0. 
0.9733268278,0 
0.99930504171; 

/• a u x i l i a r y variables */ 

0.0243502927, 
2174236437,0, 
4022701580,0, 
5718956462,0, 
7198818502,0, 
8406292963,0, 
9295691721,0 
9833362539,0 

0.0729931218, 
2646871622,0. 
4463660173,0, 
6111553552,0. 
7528199073,0, 
8659993982,0, 
9464113749,0, 
9910133715,0, 

0.1214628193, 
3113228720, 
4894031457, 
6489654713, 
7839723589, 
8893154460, 
9610087997, 
9963401168, 

s t a t i c double w[l-(0.0, 
0.0479993886,0. 
0.0454916279,0. 
0.0412625632,0. 
0.0354722133,0. 
0.0283396726,0. 
0.0201348232,0. 
0.0111681395,0. 
0.0017832807); 

/* abscissa points */ 
/* only p o s i t i v e values shown •/ 

0.0486909570,0.0485754674,0.0483447622, 
0475401657,0.0469681828,0.0462847966, 
0445905582,0.0435837245,0.0424735151, 
0399537411,0.0385501532,0.0370551285, 
0338051618,0.0320579284,0.0302346571, 
0263774697,0.0243527026,0.0222701738, 
0179517158,0.0157260305,0.0134630479, 
0088467598,0.0065044580,0.0041470333, 

/* weight for each abscissa pt */ 

double cm,tl,t2,auxl,aux2,fl,f2; /* aux. variables */ 

xr=0.5*(b-a); 
s=0; 
ciiF=cos ( (double) dtheta) ; 

for (j=l;j<=32;j++) ( 
dx=xr*x(jl; 
tl=cos((double)xm+dx)«cm; t2=cos((double)xm-dx)*om; 
auxl=sqrt((double)1.0-tl); aux2=8qrt((double)1.0-t2); 
fl=jl((double)zero*auxl/R)/auxl; 
f2=jl((double)zero»aux2/R)/aux2; 
s += w [ j l * ( f l + f 2 ) ; 

) 
return s *= xr; 

xm-0.5*(b+a); 


